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Pathfinder 2 - Strength of Thousands AP 3: Hurricane's Howl and Pathfinder 2 - Strength of Thousands AP 3:
Hurricane's Howl are the perfect companion to this adventure, and when combined, they are an outstanding
gaming session. Use them together in a series of heroic adventures, or use them side-by-side, as you wish!
Adapted for Fantasy Grounds by: Danny Stratton Source: Pathfinder 2 - Strength of Thousands AP 3:
Hurricane's Howl is a Pathfinder Society® Roleplaying Game adventure for 4th-6th level characters. This
product is targeted toward new and experienced gamers alike and incorporates several new features not
commonly found in other Pathfinder® modules: PHASE I Contains four adventures of steadily increasing
challenges: The Wizard's Journey, The Wheelman's Plight, The City of Tears, and A Demon's Awakening. Each
adventure is designed to introduce new concepts and mechanics, such as Experience Points (XP) and Skill
Challenges, while creating exciting encounters with exciting story hooks and details. The adventure begins
with a valiant young wizard who seeks shelter from the storm. He soon discovers that two young compatriots
are in the hands of a dangerous cult and have disappeared. The hero attempts to rescue them, but he is
overwhelmed by the cultists. In the ensuing fight, a spectral force rips through the cultist leader, revealing the
wrath of a demon. The cult has been the focus of an evil ritual that drains the life from all who stand around.
One by one, the heroes are summoned to aid the wizard's friends. The PCs must face an evil deep within the
belly of the city, a host of supernatural horrors, and an unexpected ally. PHASE II In The Wheelman's Plight,
you meet a wounded wheelman who can't stand, a handsome knight with a mysterious past, and a chivalrous
highwayman. The heroes travel to the nearby city of Tears to discover the source of the wheelman's pain, and
they are pursued by an evil cult known as the Shrikes. The heroes must take on the Shrikes, solve the
wheelman's problems, and determine the identity of the stranger traveling with the knight. The Wheelman's
Plight is aimed at the adventurer who is looking for a challenge, a thrilling encounter, and something different
in their game

Features Key:
Map editor
Random map generator
Color picking
Auto-complete
4 maps to play with
9 heroes to choose from
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20 years of high-school nostalgia
5 kinds of states, 3 of them being chaotic
Enemy editor
6 monsters to choose from
Races
1 track made by Krakens
Front end written in python
Running like this novas!

In-Game

Map editor
Random map generator
Color picking
Auto-complete
4 maps to play with
9 heroes to choose from
20 years of high-school nostalgia
5 kinds of states, 3 of them being chaotic
Enemy editor
6 monsters to choose from
Races
1 track made by Krakens
2 styles for heroes, tracks, monsters and states
Front end written in python
Remy by Profitekjake's or Aard Veer by Neon Maeda
Robin by squartade or Krakens SNES or Drift by AlienShark
Level editor
NPC editor

Would you like to place a tip?

Q: I've downloaded Nova, what should I do with it now?

A: If you want to use Nova as a modern, post-process step application for a game that you have made, go the manual
installation instructions of the release.
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